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					   The boot drying cabinet is a dehumidification and sanitation station...
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In 1994 after HACCP regulations, Latik diversifies production,...
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					   Washbasin in stainless steel Aisi 304 with timing-operated button....
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              A range of products that can also be customized.

              Discover our range of products for the food industry.
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				                  Freestanding drinking water fountain  813

					   Freestanding drinking water fountain in stainless steel 
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					   Chair in stainess steel Aisi 3'04
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				                  uv-c germicidal lamp 833 B

					   Germicidal UV-C ray lamp direct radiation. Downward direction. Use...
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					   Stainless steel open base table with adjustable glides. Other...
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					   Slotted channel systems with cental gully.
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					   Perforated drums in stainless steel Aisi 304
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                 Are you a designer? 
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        Since 1987 the professional partner
for industrial hygiene

        Latik offers a wide range of products, born from the study of the new needs of the food industry after the introduction and modifications of community regulations regarding H.A.C.C.P. .
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